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In this paper, the recently developed three-scale crystal plasticity model is applied to simulate
microstructural evolution of austenitic and ferritic stainless steels subjected to large plastic
strains. It is shown that the model is able to correctly predict both texture and misorientation
angle distributions in the materials studied. Moreover, it can correctly capture the grain-
refinement kinetics and the influence of the stacking fault energy. Finally, it is confirmed that the
3SCP model is a computationally attractive alternative for reliable modeling of microstructural
evolutions in metals and alloys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OBTAINING very small grains in polycrystalline
metals and alloys has been attracting increasing atten-
tion of scientists and engineers mainly due to the
involved improvement of the materials strength. Specif-
ically, it was shown that the Hall–Petch relationship
coupling the inverse of the square root of the grain size
with the increasing yield strength is valid down to grain
sizes as small as 10 to 25 nm.[1] Therefore, in the range of
grain sizes attainable by conventional or severe plastic
deformation processes, decreasing grain size should
normally lead to considerable improvement in the
strength.

Many authors studied the grain-refinement (GR)
phenomenon occurring in severely deformed metals
and alloys. However, most of the researchers were
concerned with experiments and modeling of single-
phase face-centered cubic (FCC) materials, such as
copper and aluminum.[2,3] In such materials, grain
refinement at large plastic strains can occur by contin-
uous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX), where the
misorientations between dislocation cells continuously
increase leading to the formation of low- and high-angle
grain boundaries (LABs and HABs). One should be
careful not to mistake the CDRX with the ordinary or
discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) which
is a process of nucleation and growth of new grains. For
an extensive comparison and overview of CDRX and
DDRX, see References 4 through 6.

On the other hand, considerably less attentionwas paid
to grain refinement in steels, despite their wide range of
industrial applications. It seems that there are two reasons
for this situation. First, tracking the microstructural
evolution in single-phase FCC metals is relatively easy
due to small number of phenomena influencing the
process. On the contrary, in steels, there can be single or
multiple phases, with different crystallographic struc-
tures, e.g., FCC austenite, body-centered cubic (BCC)
ferrite and highly strained body-centered tetragonal
martensite. This is challenging mainly from the point of
view of themodeling.While it is not very hard to deal with
single-phase FCC austenitic steel, considering
microstructural evolution of dual-phase (DP) steels,
especially in the presence of phase transformations,
demands more effort. Second, the term ‘‘steel’’ covers a
wide range of materials. Thus, it is much easier to
compare studies by different groups conducted, e.g., on
copper (since it is a more or less similar material in every
case) than to compare studies conducted on steel. One has
to choose a particular steel, and there is little likelihood
that a different group studied the same material.
The microstructural evolution in various stainless

steels subjected to cold and warm deformation was
experimentally studied in the series of papers by
Belyakov et al.[7–15] These papers specifically deal with
grain refinement by continuous dynamic recrystalliza-
tion rather than the discontinuous one. In Reference 7,
the effect of the initial microstructure upon the kinetics
of GR in the 304-type austenitic steel (FCC) subjected to
warm multiple compressions with a change of the
direction of loading was analyzed. The authors con-
cluded that grain refinement occurs faster when the
initial grains are small and explained it by stating that
the GR occurs near the grain boundaries. In smaller
grains, more volume of the material is close to the
boundaries, and thus, the GR can proceed more rapidly.
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In Reference 8, the grain refinement occurring in two
stainless steels subjected to rolling and swaging was
analyzed. The authors concluded that the steel with an
initial martensitic structure demonstrated faster kinetics
of structural changes than the ferritic one. In Reference
9, the same deformation was applied to a DP stainless
steel. In addition to more common microstructural
evolution mechanisms, twinning and martensitic trans-
formation in the austenite phase were observed.

An interesting analysis of the influence of the defor-
mation route upon grain refinement was presented in
Reference 10. The ferritic (BCC) stainless steel (Fe-15
pct Cr) was deformed both unidirectionally by rolling/
swaging and by multidirectional compression. The
grain-refinement kinetics in the case of the unidirec-
tional deformation was found to be slightly faster. Also
the grain shape was different, namely, the multidirec-
tional deformation resulted in almost equiaxed grains,
whereas the unidirectional elongation led to highly
elongated grains. In References 12 and 15, the grain
refinement in austenitic steels subjected to cold defor-
mation was studied. However, contrary to Reference 7,
twinning and martensitic transformation played a vital
role in microstructural evolution in these materials.
Thus, it can be seen that the mechanisms of grain
refinement differ even inside the class of initially single-
phase austenitic steels.

The grain refinement occurring as a result of CDRX
was experimentally studied also by other groups of
researchers, cf. e.g., References 16 through 20 The
microstructural evolution of the Ti-added interstitial-
free (IF) steels subjected to accumulative roll bonding
(ARB) was studied in References 16 through 18. The
grain refinement in the austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel
subjected to cold multidirectional compression was
studied in Reference 19, where it was assisted by
martensitic transformation.

Modeling of the grain refinement received consider-
ably less attention in the case of steels than in the case
of, e.g., pure FCC copper or aluminum (cf. References 2
and 5 for an overview). The focus of the present paper is
on CDRX, and thus, only models dealing with such
phenomena are cited below. In Reference 21, a quali-
tative model of grain refinement in BCC Armco iron
was presented. The paper of Petryk et al.[22] describes
the modeling of grain refinement in interstitial-free (IF)
steel during multiaxis compression (MAXStrain�). The
model developed in Reference 23 treats grain refinement
through phenomenological equations. It enables one to
trace the mean diameter of dislocation cells Dc, the mean
spacing between parallel cell-block boundaries Db and
mean cell block width Dw. It works under the assump-
tion that the decreases in Dc and Db are slowed down
due to the process of transformation of dislocation cell
walls during reverse activation of slip systems on strain
path reversals. However, in contrast to Dc and Db, the
evolution of Dw is governed by two terms: in addition to
the one present for Dc and Db, another one accounting
for strain path complexity is present. This term is
maximum when the applied direction of deformation is
perpendicular to the direction of deformation before the
strain path change. In addition, the model includes the

calculated values of microstructural parameters in the
hardening laws of macroscopic plasticity.
In Reference 24, the grain-refinement polycrystal

model developed in Reference 25 was applied to
simulate the grain size distribution, texture, and
microstructure of the IF ferritic steel subjected to
symmetric and asymmetric rolling. Good predictive
capability of the model was shown. On the other hand,
it should be noted that the model is very computation-
ally intensive. An interesting approach to grain-refine-
ment modeling is the application of the cellular
automata. Frontal cellular automata were applied to
the modeling of grain refinement in the high SFE
microalloyed steel subjected to MAXStrain�deforma-
tion.[26] The distributions of disorientation angles were
predicted using a model accounting for the formation of
new low-angle grain boundaries and the rotation of the
grains during the deformation.
The aim of the present paper is to show the capability

of the recently developed computationally efficient
three-scale crystal plasticity (3SCP) model to simulate
microstructural evolutions in both FCC and BCC steels
subjected to uni- and multidirectional deformation.
After this introductory section, the structure of the
model is briefly summarized in Section II. Section III
presents the results of the simulations of microstructural
evolution of the 304 austenitic stainless steel and Fe-15
pct Cr ferritic stainless steel. Finally, a discussion
followed by conclusions is presented.

II. MODEL

The 3SCP model has been already described in
References 2, 27, and 28. For convenience, it is briefly
recalled here. The three-scale crystal plasticity model
derives its name from the fact that three levels are
present in the model, and the crystal plasticity model is
applied to govern the behavior at the lowermost level.
The levels are the polycrystal, the metagrain, and the
subgrain. The specific crystallographic orientation is
ascribed to each metagrain. The set of the orientations is
chosen in accordance with the initial texture of the
polycrystal. Here, due to lack of experimental data, a set
of NG random orientations is ascribed to the meta-
grains. Then for each metagrain, a number NS of
subgrain orientations is generated. Each subgrain ori-
entation Q

g
i ð0Þ is generated by rotating the initial

orientation of the metagrain Qgð0Þ around randomly
generated axis ni about randomly generated angle
dwið0Þ 2 0;Dwh i. The number of metagrains NG, the
number of subgrains NS, and the maximum initial
subgrain rotation angle Dw can be thus considered as the
parameters of the 3SCP model, which have to be
specified together with the single crystal plasticity
material parameters. Although Dw can be treated as
the 3SCP fitting parameter, its influence upon the results
is rather small.
The idea of the model is to numerically represent the

dislocation-induced cell substructure and then follow the
evolution of subgrain orientations. The subgrains of
similar orientations are expected to develop different
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orientations due to the activation of different slip systems.
The Taylor model in Reference 29 is used for the
transition between the polycrystal and metagrain levels.
The essence of themodel is to enforce the same strain path
in each grain (here: metagrain). Therefore, the strain
redistribution to metagrains with ‘‘softer’’ orientations is
not possible. Furthermore, the stress equilibriumbetween
grains in theTaylormodel is in general not satisfied.These
reasons result in higher stress inhomogeneities between
grains and the activation of higher number of slip systems
compared with, e.g., the Sachs[30] or the visco-plastic self-
consistent (VPSC)[31,32] model.* The latter model is used

for the transition between the levels of subgrain and
metagrain. The ‘‘self-consistent’’ term in the name of
the VPSC model is related to the fact that both the
stress and strain equilibria between grains are satisfied.
Since the model allows for the strain redistribution
between grains (here: subgrains), the deformations of
the individual subgrains can be achieved by smaller
number of slip systems than that would be required by
the Taylor model. Thus, each subgrain can deform by
its own set of favorable slip systems, which leads to
orientation splitting within metagrains. This was shown
in Reference 2 to not be the case when using the VPSC
model for both polycrystal–metagrain and meta-
grain–subgrain transitions. In such a case, the strain
redistribution occurs on the polycrystal–metagrain
level, and the metagrain is deformed on the strain
path favorable for its orientation. The driving force for
the activation of different slip systems in the individual
subgrains belonging to the same metagrain is therefore
considerably reduced.

In order to study the grain refinement, one can plot
the overall texture of the material (using all orientations
of subgrains) and study the misorientations between
subgrains. The VPSC model used for the transition
between subgrain and metagrain levels does not account
for any neighborhood between subgrains, and thus, in
order to calculate the misorientations, the neighboring
subgrains are selected randomly. The misorientation
angle dwg

ijðtÞ between subgrains i and j of the metagrain

g at time step t is calculated as follows:[35]

2 cosðdwg
ijÞ ¼ trðRg

ijðtÞÞ � 1; ½1�

where

R
g
ijðtÞ ¼ Q

g
i ðtÞQ

g
j ðtÞ

T: ½2�

The single-crystal plasticity model described in Refer-
ences 2 and 36 is adopted here. The plastic deforma-
tion is assumed to be accommodated solely by slip,
following[37]

Lp ¼
XM

r¼1

_crmr � nr ; _cr ¼ v0 signðsrÞ
sr

src

����

����
n

sr ¼ mr � r � nr

½3�

where M is a number of slip systems; and sr, src —
resolved shear stresses on r system and its critical value,
respectively; mr and nr are the unit vectors defining the
slip system geometry; n is a rate sensitivity parameter; v0
is a reference slip velocity; and r is the Cauchy stress.
The evolution of sc is governed by the following
hardening model[38,39]:

_src ¼ h0 1� src
ssat

� �bXM

q¼1

hrqj _cqj ; hrq ¼ qþ ð1� qÞjnr � nqj:

½4�

The parameters of the hardening model for each
material studied will be specified in Section III.

III. RESULTS

The 3SCP simulations are performed as follows. First,
the parameters of the crystal plasticity model are chosen
in such a way that the predicted level of stress is
approximately the same as in experiment. To this end,
the two-scale crystal plasticity simulations for 500
random crystallographic orientations are performed.
Next, the 3SCP simulation is conducted as described in
Section II. The parameters of the 3SCP model itself are
as follows: NG ¼ 200;NS ¼ 100;Dw ¼ 1:0 deg:

A. 304 Austenitic Stainless Steel

First, the simplest case of 304 austenitic stainless steel
subjected to multiple compressions as in Reference 7 is
simulated. The established set of parameters is shown in
Table I. In this case, no twinning or strain-induced
martensitic transformation was observed; therefore, in
the modeling, it is assumed that plastic deformation
occurs solely by dislocation slip on 12 independent
111f g h110i systems.
Figure 1 shows the misorientation angle distributions

obtained in the 3SCP simulation. The histograms can be
compared with Figure 11a in Reference 7. The results
are qualitatively similar to the experimental data.
Moreover, the predicted average misorientation angle
is nearly the same as in the cited paper. The fraction of
high-angle boundaries is also close to the experimental
data.

B. Fe-15 Pct Cr Ferritic Stainless Steel

Next, two simulations of the microstructural evolu-
tion of the Fe-15 pct Cr ferritic alloy are conducted. The
set of material parameters is presented in Table II. The
plastic deformation is assumed to occur by slip on 12

independent 011f g h111i systems. Following Reference

Table I. The Established Single-Crystal Parameters of the
304 Austenitic Stainless Steel

s0c (MPa) ssat (MPa) h0 b q n

30 170 500 1.0 1.4 15

*See References 33 and 34 for an overview of mean-field models.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1—The misorientation angle distributions calculated in the simulation of the multidirectional compression applied to 304 austenitic stainless
steel after (a) 2 passes (0.8 strain) and (b) 4 passes (1.6 strain). The values of accumulated strain, average misorientation angle, and HAB
fraction are shown in the plots.

Table II. The Established Single-Crystal Parameters of the Fe-15 pct Cr Binary Ferritic Alloy

s0c (MPa) ssat (MPa) h0 b q n

80 150 300 1.0 1.4 20

Fig. 2—The inverse pole figures for the rolling/swaging axis of the Fe-15 pct Cr binary ferritic alloy subjected to unidirectional deformation. The
figures were plotted using the ATEX software.[40]
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10, the cold rolling followed by swaging (unidirectional
deformation mode) and the multidirectional compres-
sion through three orthogonal axes are simulated.

Figures 2 and 3 show the inverse pole figures obtained
in the simulations of rolling/swaging (RS) and multidi-
rectional forging (MF), respectively. They can be
compared with Figures 6 and 7 in Reference 10. In the
case of the unidirectional deformation, the model
correctly predicted the domination of the 110h i fiber.
In the case of MF, the model also correctly captured the
strong 111h i fiber, although the intensity of 001h i fiber is
underestimated at low strains. It should be noted that
due to lack of experimental data, the initial texture was
set as random. It is highly probable that feeding the
model with experimental texture that is in agreement
with the experimental one would lead to yet better
texture predictions.

Figure 4 shows the misorientation angle distributions
obtained in the 3SCP simulation. The obtained distri-
butions can be directly compared with Figure 4 in
Reference 10. The experimentally measured fraction of
HABs read from Figure 5 in the cited paper are shown
in Table III. Very good qualitative agreement with
experimental results is obtained. Indeed, the 3SCP
model correctly predicts that unidirectional deformation
leads to faster grain refinement than the multidirectional
one. Interestingly, it slightly exaggerates the difference

between processing conditions leading to higher and
lower fractions of HABs, compared to the experimental
data for the highest strain. In addition, similar to the
one in the experiment, the evolution of the fraction of
HABs in the high-strain regime slows down in the case
of rolling/swaging (RS) and considerably increases in
the case of the multiple forging (MF).

IV. DISCUSSION

A brief description on the importance of the modeling
effort presented here follows. The author is aware that
there are other models having the potential of modeling
the continuous dynamic recrystallization in steels. How-
ever, to the best of author’s knowledge, only two
simulations[24,26] of misorientation angle distribution
have been presented so far, and only in one, the results
included also the textural evolution. The model used in
Reference 24 is a very powerful and accurate tool;
however, it is very computationally demanding, and the
application of a supercomputer is required to perform
the simulations.[25] On the other hand, the 3SCP model
is very computationally efficient—the simulations pre-
sented here can be performed in less than one hour on a
laptop computer. Despite the small amount of resources

Fig. 3—The inverse pole figures for the last pass compression axis of the Fe-15 pct Cr binary ferritic alloy subjected to multidirectional
deformation. The figures were plotted using the ATEX software.[40]
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needed, the model is capable of predicting both texture
and misorientation angle distributions in agreement
with experimental data. Moreover, it can capture the
differences in grain-refinement kinetics stemming from
the change of deformation route.

It has already been shown in Reference 2 that
increasing the value of rate-sensitivity parameter n leads
to faster grain refinement in the 3SCP model. This can
be easily explained by the fact that grain refinement in
the model is driven by activities of different slip systems
in different subgrains. Higher n leads to the situation

where less slip systems can be simultaneously activated
in the given crystal. Therefore, the driving force for the
activation of different slip systems in different subgrains
is higher since by this way the overall polycrystal
deformation can be achieved. In contrast, when the n
value is low, many slip systems can be activated in one
subgrain simultaneously, and the driving force for the
grain refinement is lower.
In Reference 41, the exponent in the power law was

correlated with the stacking fault energy (SFE).[5]

Austenitic iron has a low-to-medium SFE, while ferritic
a high SFE. It is thus in accordance with this result that
the experimental data are well predicted with n ¼ 15 in
the case of the 304 austenitic stainless steel and n ¼ 20 in
the case of the Fe-15 pct Cr ferritic stainless steel.
Similar n-SFE dependence can be observed in the results
published in Reference 2. There the 3SCP simulations of
high-purity aluminum (high SFE) and its alloy with Mg
(lower SFE) were conducted. It appeared that the

Fig. 4—The misorientation angle distributions calculated in the simulation of rolling/swaging and multiple forging applied to Fe-15 pct Cr
ferritic stainless steel. The values of accumulated strain, average misorientation angle, and HAB fraction are shown in the plots.

Table III. The Fraction of High-Angle Boundaries (Pct)
Read from Figure 5 in Ref. 10

Strain (RS/MF) 1.0/0.8 4.6/4.0 7.3/7.2

Rolling/Swaging (RS) 27 66 80
Multiple Forging (MF) 23 48 60
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experimental results could be qualitatively well predicted
using for both materials the same crystal plasticity
parameters, but different n values equal to 20 and 10 in
the case of high-purity metal and its alloy, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the simulation of microstructural
evolution of two steels subjected to large plastic defor-
mation was described. It was shown that

1. the simulated misorientation angle distributions in
the case of both FCC and BCC steels are in close
agreement with experimental data;

2. the 3SCP model developed originally for FCC
materials is applicable also to BCC alloy;

3. the value of the rate sensitivity exponent n has
considerable impact upon the predicted kinetics of
grain refinement;

4. the 3SCP model correctly predicts the influence of
the processing route upon the grain-refinement
kinetics; and

5. the 3SCP model is an attractive alternative to the
existing models due to its computational efficiency
and effectiveness in predictive capabilities.
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